view of the obscurity that not infrequently surrounds the paths of dissemination of foot-aiJ.d-mouth disease. White rats, wild rats, white mice, and house mice only very occasionally give evidence of susceptibility to experimental inoculation. On the other hand, the long-tailed field mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), twelve of which were tested, could be infected with ease. No evidence has emerged, however, to show that, either under laboratory or field conditions, foot-and-mouth disease can spread among these small animals.
Recently the Cattle Testing Station at Pirbright has been adapted for experimental work with cattle, sheep, and pigs, every precaution being taken to prevent the entrance or escape of infection. At this station, only, will such experiments be permitted. While research on foot-and-mouth virus with the guinea-pig as test is proceeding at approved institutes, the new experimental station will prove a most valuable adjunct for the final testing of varied material on bovines. R EADERS of Dr. Stoddard's " Rising Tide of . Color " or his " Revolt against Civilisation" will know what to expect of the essay at present under notice. " More and more we are corning to realise the fundamental importance of race in human affairs " (p. 3); and the superficial similarity of the civilisation of European countries should not obscure the racial differences between their populations. Climate and soil may account for much, but " are not so universal in their effects as race, which subtly but inevitably influences every phase of human existence " (p. 5). Since on Dr. Stoddard's race-map, accepted without change from Madison Grant's " Passing of the Great Race," "we see a. Europe inhabited by three races [Nordic, Alpine, and Mediterranean], Europe's seemingly tangled history grows much simpler, while present-day conditions become more understandable "(p. s) : especially as " Europe is a striking example of the persistence of race" (p. 8), and "even in those regions where racial mixture has been most prolonged and general we find populations not fused into new intermediate varieties with harmonious, stably blended qualities but composed of obviously mixed individuals "-a rather ambiguous phrase-" most of whom can be classified as belonging mainly to one or other of the ancestral types " (p. 9). The reason given for this is "another law of racesthe tendency to breed out alien strains when these are not too numerous, so that such strains ultimately . vanish, and never reappear in the stock." It is argued that since " these three races differ markedly from one another, not merely in physical appearance, but also in intellectual and emotional qualities" (p. 6), circumstances such as war or industrialism, less favourable to one race, or more so to another, produce the profound socm1 effects which we know, by altering the racial composition of the peoples exposed to them ; and the citizens and statesmen momentarily concerned with understanding and alleviating the troubles that ensue, are warned to take account of these anthropological factors, and will disregard them at their peril.
So long as the argument remains in general terms of this kind, it may claim general concurrence. It is only when this kind of applied anthropology begins to be applied to particular cases, that difficulties and objections occur. Even if it be granted that " practically pure-blooded Alpines " are really to be found, for example (as Dr. Stoddard says, p. IS, cf. qo) in "the early Russians" and "the ofher Slav tribes," do. the "Alpine qualities of tenacity, instructive solidarity, and dogged endurance," that " very passiveness " which "has helped to give them the ultimate victory," quite explain the process by which the Slav peoples imposed themselves on the large areas of eastern Europe during their historic periods of migration ? And were the "early Russians "or any other Slavs" practically pureblooded Alpines " at all, when they entered those regions ? And if they were, how does Dr. Stoddard know this ? Ripley, whose racial theories Dr. Stoddard follows in the main, says that the Alpine type " becomes less pure in proportion as we go east from the Carpathians across the great plains of European Russia" (" Races of Europe," p. 128). In the same way, is it through the "instinctive solidarity" or the " very passiveness " of Alpine temperament that " the Balkan peoples, who are of course mainly Alpines, are always quarrelling and fighting among themselves " (p. IS); and further, in what sense are the Bulgarians " mainly Alpine," or were their Finnish ancestors from far up the Volga themselves " mainly Alpine," and if so, once again, how does Dr. Stoddard know ?
In spite of their "tenacity, instinctive solidarity," and so forth, Dr. Stoddard does not wholly approve of " Alpines " ; at all events he says (p. I6) that this race " has contributed little that is truly great to politics, art, or ideas," and that "the total absence of Alpine blood in the British Isles is undoubtedly one of the chief reasons for the high qualities of its inhabitants." It is comforting to be assured of our high qualities, 'still more to learn that there is such a simple reason for them-though it is to be hoped that no British reader of " Racial Realities " will so far practise applied anthropology as to knock on the head as an alien enemy the next Alpine he meets. But, once NO. 2918, YOL. I r6] again, how does Dr. Stoddard know? Still more surprising, though no less complimentary to ourselves, is his insistence on our " predominantly Nordic" quality, and his association of Scotland with England in this respect, in contrast with Wales and Ireland. If "Nordic" in this context means the same thing as in the chapter on the "Nordic North," described as making Scandinavia "to-day the brightest spot on the Continent of Europe," does it mean a group of mental qualities, or a homogeneous physical type? Unless it means both of these, what becomes of Dr. Stoddard's thesis of the coherence of physical types with mental qualities ? Even in Sweden there are only about 54 per cent. of pure blonds.
The truth is, that the three-race theory of European ethnology, popularised both in Britain and in the United States by Ripley's brilliant " Races of Europe " some twenty-five years ago, needs a good deal of supplement and qualification before it can be applied to modern nationalities in the way Dr. Stoddard and other recent writers, mostly American, propose. Not only has there been, as Ripley himself frankly admitted, a great deal of interbreeding-so that " in the greater number of cases no invariable association of traits occurs " (" Races of Europe," p. IDS), but a chaos of dysharmony-but this interbreeding has in all probability gone so far as to permit the establishment of welldefined secondary types ; the so-called " prospectors " along ancient zones of contact between Alpine and Mediterranean populations, and their northern counterparts, the" beaker-folk," as interpreted for example by Sir Arthur Keith, along the margin between Alpine and Nordic areas. There is also cumulative evidence of the persistence of very ancient strains, linking the men of the Plynlimmon moorland with Aurignacian man, the early inhabitants of the Upper Danube basin with peninsular Italy, and so forth, in a fashion which complicates the interpretation of all brunet-longheaded " races." It has also to be remembered that all the three " great races " are themselves abstractions and generalisations from observed coherences or associations of a few easily recognisable characters-headform, pigmentation, and the like-which are observed, however, in infinitely varying degrees in a vast number of individuals. Among Alpines, for example, and in respect of headform alone, there is marked difference between the Cevenole, the Tyrolese, the Albanian, and the Armenoid types ; and some reason already to believe that concurrent processes of differentiation and dispersal are recognisable, around a geographical centre in the Near East, which may turn out to be a cradle historically.
What has to be remembered, in the writings of Dr. Stoddard, Madison Grant, and others, is that, as so often NATURE [OcTOBER 3, 1925 in the past, anthropology has had its opportunities made for it by the political situation. Some of us can remember Max Muller's contributions to the literature of the Russo-Turkish War of 1878, some even the controversy opened by de Quatrefages in his pamphlet "La Race Prussienne." A more recent example is Houston Chamberlain's version of the " racial realities " of Europe-beforethe-War. Latterly, the practical difficulties of Americanising large masses of immigrants, from southern and eastern Europe, have led to desperate -remedies, and the need to justify them before both American opinion and that of European couptries ; and this emergency, like all such, has come at a particular phase of anthropological discovery and ethnological theory. But between the canny criticisms of modern European temperaments and predicaments, which are the really interesting part of Dr. Stoddard's book, and the theoretical explanation which he offers us in his diagram of European race-distribution, there are weak links . The kingdom of truth suffereth violence, and the violent take it by force . Oversimplified as it is, Dr. Stoddard's masterkey is a skeleton key ; if it turns the bolt, it is not by fitting the wards. J. L. M. T HAT theories are useful servants but bad masters is borne out by a study of this book. It embodies "the results of research on red-green colour-.blind subjects," and "the tests were carried out unbiased by any preconceived theory and no rigid classification was attempted during the experiments themselves." A mass of observations on ten excellent subjects, eight being students attending the graduating course in experimental psychology, and two science students, has been accumulated. All will admit that such material is of great value, but that alone it is unlikely to afford an explanation of the complex problem under investigation. Its ultimate value will depend upon the deductions drawn from it, and these must necessarily involve theoretical considerations which may support or be adverse to previous theories. In this respect it is essential that the investigator should be fully cognisant of the facts which have been elicited by previous observers, whether they support any such theory or not.
The Investigation of Colour-Vision.
NO. 2918, VOL. I 16]
The author states that, " as the facts accumulated, the explanation stood out clearly that the subjects were not all suffering from total blindness to red and green, and that in their inability to discern these colours they could be graded as in a scale." Further, " one other interesting result which emerged from the tests was the indication of the existence of two neutral bands-one in the blue-green region of the spectrum, the other beyond the spectrum in the complementary purple." On the first point Dr. Drever says, in the introduction, "This highly significant fact would seem to involve some modification of most existing colour theories "; on the second point, "Perhaps nothing could throw into clearer relief the inadequacy of a study of colour-blindness based on the spectrum, or the dangers lyirig in wait for the theorist who fails to distinguish between physical colour and physiological or psychological colour."
The reader could scarcely deduce from these remarks that both facts have long been well known. So long ago as 1895, Sir William Abney, in his Tyndall Lectures at the Royal Institution, demonstrated the " neutral band " in the purple. " The green, he calls white, as he also does the purple" (" Colour Vision," p. 71, 1895) . Pace Dr. Drever, these are the observations of a physicist, who worked almost entirely with the pure spectrum. It is, in fact, an immediate deduction from the Young theory, for if the green appears white to the colour-blind person, it is obvious that its complementary purple must also appear white. Further, it should have been well known to the author and to Dr. Drever that Abney long ago actually measured the amounts of the deficiencies in terms of the Young theory in different observers (see especially Abney and Watson, Proc. Roy. Soc., A, 88, 410, 1913) , thus fully recognising degrees of the defect.
The author's opening statement that " the study of colour-blindness has been somewhat retarded by the concomitant study of colour theories " is really astounding. It may be true that "the majority of investigators have started out unduly biased by their favourite theory, and have examined colour-blinds from this prejudiced standpoint," but it cannot be doubted that most of the facts of colour-blindness have been elicited by these observers, and that the contentions of the supporters of the Young and Hering theories acted as a great impetus to the study of the subject. It is true that the psychologically inaccurate nomenclature of adherents to the Young hypothesis, e.g. "red-blind," "green-blind," etc., has led to much confusion. Even so, let him who is without sin cast the first stone. We have no reliable ki!_owledge whatever as to how a colourblind person actually sees the colour of the spectrum ; yet Dr. Drever, a psychologist, writes: "The redgreen blind sees blues and yellows. Hence a yellowish-
